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onscl or before the enlargement of glands in the febrile type and is most
frequent in early adolescence.
Other	Other forms of haemorrhage occur, such as purpura, but only very
htmmrlioges rarcly> Rccta| haemorrhage has been recorded.
Jaundice         Jaundice has been not uncommon in some epidemics, especially in the
febrile type. It is very rare in children. It subsides without ill effects.
Meningeal       The headache and pain in the neck may be sufficiently severe to suggest
symptoms      meningitis, and it is possible lhat in rare cases the meninges are involved,
as lymphocytes have been found in the cerebrospinal fluid.
Respiratory     A slight cough is not uncommon and may be attributed to the pressure
organs	Qp mccjjas^nai glands. The pressure on a bronchus may be sufficient to
cause collapse of a lobe. Pneumonia is rare.
(8)—Hcterophil Antibodies
The remarkable phenomenon of the presence of hetcrophil antibodies
in the blood was discovered by Paul and Bunncll in 1932 in the course
of a routine investigation. Stated briefly, hetcrophil antibodies in human
blood are agglutinins and hacmolysins to sheep's red cells. Normal
Presence in    human blood may contain such antibodies in a titre not exceeding 1 in 8.
normal blood After injection of horse serum the titre may rise to a high figure.
In glandular fever the titre may rise as high as I in 4,096. The rise
begins early and rapidly attains the maximum. The titre then begins to
fall and may reach normal in six weeks but the high titre may persist
to some extent for several months; recurrences and exacerbations of
the clinical symptoms arc, however, apparently not accompanied by a
renewed rise in the titre.
Specificity       A large number of control tests have now been performed in numerous
of reaction diseases and infections, and the reaction appears to be specific for
glandular fever. Only one or two cases of clinical glandular fever have
been recorded in which the titre failed to reach a diagnostic figure, and
there have also been one or two cases of other diseases, including a severe
purpura, which have given a high titre; but these exceptions are very
few, and the presence of a high titre is almost pathognomonic of
glandular fever. This test is now past the experimental stage and can
be relied upon to establish the diagnosis in doubtful cases if performed
during the acute stage. It has been carefully studied by many investi- ;
gators, including Bailey and Raffel; Davidsohn; Beer; Stuart, Welch,
Cunningham, and Burgess, who have found many interesting features
in the serological reactions. Possibly the transient Wassermann reaction
which has been observed is connected with the heterophil phenomenon.
It may be noted that rabbits inoculated with blood from a case of
glandular fever develop heterophil antibodies in high titre.
6.-DIAGNOSIS
Glandular fever is a febrile disease with general glandular enlargement
and an absolute mononucleosis with special changes in the white cells,

